Search for vector-boson resonances decaying to a top quark and bottom quark in the lepton plus jets final state in pp collisions at √ s = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector .The ATLAS Collaboration a r t i c l e i n f o a b s t r a c t A search for new charged massive gauge bosons, W , is performed with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. Data were collected in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of √ s = 13 TeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb −1 . This analysis searches for W bosons in the W → tb decay channel in final states with an electron or muon plus jets. The search covers resonance masses between 0.5 and 5.0 TeV and considers right-handed W bosons. No significant deviation from the Standard Model (SM) expectation is observed and upper limits are set on the W → tb cross section times branching ratio and the W boson effective couplings as a function of the W boson mass. For right-handed W bosons with coupling to the SM particles equal to the SM weak coupling constant, masses below 3.15 TeV are excluded at the 95% confidence level. This search is also combined with a previously published ATLAS result for W → tb in the fully hadronic final state. Using the combined searches, right-handed W bosons with masses below 3.25 TeV are excluded at the 95% confidence level.
Introduction
Many approaches to theories beyond the Standard Model (SM) introduce new charged vector currents mediated by heavy gauge bosons, usually referred to as W . For example, the W boson can appear in theories with universal extra dimensions, such as Kaluza-Klein excitations of the SM W boson [1] [2] [3] , or in models that extend fundamental symmetries of the SM and propose a massive right-handed counterpart to the W boson [4] [5] [6] . Little-Higgs [7] and composite-Higgs [8, 9] theories also predict a W boson. The search for a W boson decaying into a top quark and a b-quark (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) explores models potentially inaccessible to searches for a W boson decaying into leptons [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
For instance, in the right-handed sector, the W boson cannot decay into a charged lepton and a hypothetical right-handed neutrino if the latter has a mass greater than the W boson mass (mixing between W and SM W bosons is usually constrained to be small from experimental data [16] ). Also, in several theories beyond the SM the W boson is expected to couple more strongly to the third generation of quarks than to the first and second generations [17, 18] . Searches for a W boson decaying into the tb final E-mail address: atlas .publications @cern .ch. state 1 have been performed at the Tevatron [19, 20] in the leptonic top-quark decay channel and at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in both the leptonic [21-25] and fully hadronic [26, 27] final states, and the most recent results exclude right-handed W bosons with masses up to about 3.6 TeV at the 95% confidence level. A previous ATLAS search in the leptonic channel [24] using proton-proton (pp) collisions at a center-of-mass energy of √ s = 8 TeV yielded a lower limit of 1.92 TeV on the mass of W boson with righthanded couplings. More recently, the CMS Collaboration reported results using a 13 TeV pp data set of 35.9 fb −1 [25], yielding a lower limit of 3.6 TeV on the mass of right-handed W bosons. A search by the ATLAS Collaboration in the fully hadronic decay of the tb final state using 36.1 fb −1 of 13 TeV data yielded lower limits on the mass of right-handed W bosons at 3.0 TeV [27] . In each of these analyses, the coupling strength of the W boson to right-handed particles was assumed to be equal to the SM weak coupling constant. This Letter presents a search for W bosons using data collected during the period 2015-2016 by the ATLAS detector [28] at the LHC, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb −1 from pp collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The search is performed in the W R → tb → νbb decay channel, where the lep- 1 The notation "tb" is used to describe both the W + → tb and W − →tb pro- ton, , is either an electron or a muon. Right-handed W bosons, denoted W R , are searched for in the mass range of 0.5 to 5.0 TeV. A general Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian is used to describe the couplings of the W R boson to fermions as a function of its mass [29, 30] . The mass of the right-handed neutrino is supposed to be larger than the mass of the W R boson, thus non-hadronic decays of the W R boson have a negligible branching fraction. In this weakly coupled model, the resulting branching fraction of the W R to the tb final state increases as a function of mass from 29.9% at 0.5 TeV to 33.3% at 5 TeV.
ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector at the LHC covers almost the entire solid angle around the collision point. 2 Charged particles in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 are reconstructed with the inner detector (ID), which consists of several layers of semiconductor detectors (pixel and strip) and a straw-tube transition-radiation tracker, the latter extending to |η| = 2.0. The high-granularity silicon pixel detector provides four measurements per track; the closest layer to the interaction point is known as the insertable B-layer [31, 32] , which was added in 2014 and provides high-resolution hits at small radius to improve the tracking performance. The ID is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid. The solenoid is surrounded by electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer incorporating three large superconducting air-core toroid magnet systems. The calorimeter system covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.9. Electromagnetic calorimetry is provided by barrel and endcap highgranularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeters, within the region |η| < 3.2. There is an additional thin LAr presampler covering |η| < 1.8 to correct for energy loss in material upstream of the calorimeters. For |η| < 2.5, the LAr calorimeters 2 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the center of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the interaction point to the center of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Observables labeled "transverse" are projected into the x-y plane and angular distance is measured in units of R =
are divided into three layers in depth. Hadronic calorimetry is provided by a steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter, segmented into three barrel structures within |η| < 1.7, and two copper/LAr hadronic endcap calorimeters, which cover the region 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. The forward solid angle out to |η| = 4.9 is covered by copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr calorimeter modules, which are optimized for electromagnetic and hadronic measurements, respectively. The muon spectrometer comprises separate trigger and high-precision tracking chambers that measure the deflection of muons in a magnetic field generated by the three toroid magnet systems. The ATLAS detector selects events using a tiered trigger system [33] . The first level is implemented in custom electronics and reduces the event rate from the LHC crossing frequency of 40 MHz to a design value of 100 kHz. The second level is implemented in software running on a commodity PC farm which processes the events and reduces the rate of recorded events to 1.0 kHz.
Data and simulated samples
This analysis uses 36.1 ± 0.8 fb −1 of pp collisions data at √ s = 13 TeV recorded using single-electron and single-muon triggers. Additional data-quality requirements are also imposed, and these are detailed in Section 4. During 2015 this corresponded to 3.2 fb −1 with an average of 13.4 interactions per bunch crossing. The 2016 data-taking period corresponds to 32.9 fb −1 with an average of 25.1 interactions per bunch crossing. The W R boson search is performed in the semileptonic decay channel, where the W R decays into a top quark and a b-quark, the top quark decays into a W boson and a b-quark, and the W boson decays in turn into a lepton and a neutrino. The final-state signature therefore consists of two b-quarks, one charged lepton 3 and a neutrino, which is undetected and results in missing transverse momentum, E miss T . The dominant background processes for this signature are therefore the production of W /Z +jets (jets arising from light and heavy partons), electroweak single top quarks (t-channel, W t and s-channel), tt pairs and dibosons (W W , W Z, and Z Z ). An instrumental background due to multijet production, where a hadronic jet is misidentified as a lepton, is also present. Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events are used to model the W R signal and all the SM background processes, with the exception of the multijet background prediction, which is derived using data. The MC generator programs and configurations are summarized in Table 1 , and described in greater detail in the text below.
Simulated signal events were generated at leading order (LO) by MadGraph5_aMC@NLO v2.2.3 [34] [35] [36] [37] using a chiral W R boson model in which the couplings to the right-handed fermions are like those in the SM. MadGraph5_aMC@NLO is also used to model the decays of the top quark, taking spin correlations into account. 3 The analysis selects electrons or muons, while the simulation includes τ -leptons. Thus the event yield includes a small contribution due to leptonic decays of τ -leptons.
Pythia8 v8.186 [38] was used for parton showering and hadronization, wherein the NNPDF23LO [39] parton distribution functions (PDF) of the proton and a set of tuned parameters called the A14 Pythia tune [40] were used. All samples of simulated events were rescaled to next-to-leading-order (NLO) calculations using NLO/LO K -factors ranging from 1.1 to 1.4, decreasing as a function of the mass of the W R boson, calculated with ZTOP [30] . Signal samples were generated between 0.5 and 3 TeV in steps of 250 GeV, and between 3 and 5 TeV in steps of 500 GeV. The benchmark signal model used for this work nominally assumes that the W R boson coupling strength to fermions, g , is the same as for the W boson: g = g, where g is the SM SU(2) L coupling. The coupling of left chiral fermions to the W R is assumed to be zero. The total width of the W R boson increases from 2 to 130 GeV for masses between 0.5 and 5 TeV [29] for g = g and scales as the square of the ratio g /g. In order to explore the allowed range of the W R coupling g , samples were also generated for values of g /g up to 5.0, for several W R boson mass hypotheses, allowing the effect of increased W R width to also be included.
Simulated top-quark pair and single-top-quark processes (tchannel, s-channel and W t) were produced using the NLO Powheg-Box [41, 42] generator with the CT10 PDF [43] . The parton shower and the underlying event were added using Pythia v6.42 [44] with the Perugia 2012 tune [45] . The top-quark pair production MC sample is normalized to an inclusive cross section of σ tt = 832 +46 −51 pb for a top-quark mass of 172.5 GeV as obtained from next-to-NLO (NNLO) plus next-to-next-to-leading-logarithm (NNLL) QCD calculations with the Top++2.0 program [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] .
The background contributions from W and Z boson production in association with jets were simulated using the Sherpa v2.2.1 [53] generator. Matrix elements were calculated for up to two partons at NLO and four partons at LO and merged with the Sherpa parton shower using the ME+PS@NLO prescription [54] [55] [56] .
The W /Z +jets samples are normalized to the inclusive NNLO cross sections calculated with FEWZ [57, 58] .
The production of vector-boson pairs (W W , W Z or Z Z ) with at least one charged lepton in the final state was simulated by the Powheg-Box generator in combination with Pythia8 and the leading-order CTEQ6L1 PDF [59] . The non-perturbative effects were modeled with the AZNLO set of tuned parameters [60] .
For all MadGraph and Powheg samples, the EvtGen v1.2.0 program [61] was used for the bottom and charm hadron decays.
All simulated event samples include the effect of multiple pp interactions in the same and neighboring bunch crossings (pile-up) by overlaying, on each simulated signal or background event, simulated minimum-bias events generated using Pythia8, the A2 set of tuned parameters [62] and the MSTW2008LO PDF set [63] .
Simulated samples were processed through the Geant4-based ATLAS detector simulation or through a faster simulation making use of parameterized showers in the calorimeters [64, 65] . Simulated events were then processed using the same reconstruction algorithms and analysis chain as used for data.
Event selection and background estimation
This search makes use of the reconstruction of multi-particle vertices, the identification and the kinematic properties of reconstructed electrons, muons, jets, and the determination of missing transverse momentum.
Collision vertices are reconstructed from at least two ID tracks with transverse momentum p T > 400 MeV. The primary vertex is selected as the one with the highest p T 2 , calculated considering all associated tracks. Electrons are reconstructed from ID tracks that are matched to noise-suppressed topological clusters of energy depositions [66] in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The clusters are reconstructed using the standard ATLAS sliding-window algorithm, which clusters calorimeter cells within fixed-size rectangles [67] . Electron candidates are required to satisfy criteria for the electromagnetic shower shape, track quality, and track-cluster matching; these criteria are applied using a likelihood-based approach. Electron candidates must meet the "Tight" working point requirements defined in Ref. [68] and are further required to have p T > 25 GeV and a pseudorapidity of the calorimeter cluster position, |η cluster |, smaller than 2.47. Events with electrons falling in the calorimeter barrelendcap transition region, 1.37 < |η cluster | < 1.52, which has limited instrumentation, are rejected.
Muons are identified by matching tracks found in the ID to either full tracks or track segments reconstructed in the muon spectrometer ("combined muons"), or by stand-alone tracks in the muon spectrometer [69] . They are required to pass identification requirements based on quality criteria applied to the ID and muon spectrometer tracks. Muon candidates must meet the "Medium" identification working point requirements defined in Ref. [69] , have a transverse momentum p T > 25 GeV, and satisfy |η| < 2.5.
Electron and muon candidates must further satisfy additional isolation criteria that improve rejection of candidates arising from sources other than prompt W /Z boson decays (e.g. hadrons mimicking an electron signature, heavy-flavor hadron decays or photon conversions). Muons are required to be isolated using the requirement that the scalar sum of the p T of the tracks in a variable-size cone around the muon direction (excluding the track identified as the muon) be less than 6% of the transverse momentum of the muon. The track isolation cone size is given by the minimum of R = 10 GeV/p μ T and R = 0.3. Electrons are also required to be isolated using the same track-based variable as for muons, except that the maximum R in this case is 0.2. For the purpose of multijet background estimation (see Section 5) electrons and muons satisfying a looser set of identification criteria, in particular without an isolation requirement, are also considered.
Jets are reconstructed from topological calorimeter clusters using the anti-k t algorithm [70] with a radius parameter of R = 0.4, and must satisfy p T > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. To suppress jets originating from in-time pile-up interactions, jets in the range p T < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.4 are required to pass the jet vertex tagger [71] selection, which has an efficiency of about 90% for jets originating from the primary vertex. The closest jets overlapping with selected electron candidates within a cone of size R equal to 0.2 are removed from events, as the jet and the electron very likely correspond to the same reconstructed object. If a remaining jet with p T > 25 GeV is found close to an electron within a cone of size R = 0.4, then the electron candidate is discarded. Selected muon candidates near jets that satisfy R(muon, jet) < 0.04 + 10 GeV/p μ T are rejected if the jet has at least three tracks originating from the primary vertex. Any jets with less than three tracks that overlap with a muon are rejected.
The identification of jets originating from the hadronization of b-quarks ("b-tagging") is based on properties specific to b-hadrons, such as long lifetime and large mass. Such jets are identified using the multivariate MV2c10 b-tagging algorithm [72, 73] , which makes use of information about the jet kinematic properties, the characteristics of tracks within jets, and the presence of displaced secondary vertices. The algorithm is used at the 77% efficiency working point and provides a rejection factor of 134 (6.21) for jets originating from light-quarks or gluons (charm quarks), as determined in simulated tt events. Jets satisfying these criteria are referred to as "b-tagged" jets.
The presence of neutrinos can be inferred from an apparent momentum imbalance in the transverse plane. The missing transverse momentum (E miss T ) is calculated as the modulus of the neg-ative vectorial sum of the transverse momentum of all reconstructed objects (electrons, muons, jets) as well as specific "soft terms" considering tracks associated with the primary vertex that do not match the selected reconstructed objects [74] .
Candidate events are required to have exactly one charged lepton, two to four jets with at least one of them b-tagged and a minimum E miss T threshold that depends on the lepton flavor. From these objects, W boson and top-quark candidates are reconstructed and final requirements on the event kinematic properties are applied to define several orthogonal regions with enriched signal content, as well as signal-depleted regions to validate data modeling. The jet, b-tag and lepton requirements define basic selections, which are labeled as X -jet Y -tag where X = 2, 3, 4 and Y = 1, 2, separated for electron and muon channel selections.
The W boson candidate is reconstructed from the lepton and Thereafter, this jet is referred to as "b top ", and may not be the jet actually b-tagged. Finally, the four-momentum of the candidate W boson is reconstructed by adding the four-momentum of the reconstructed top-quark candidate and the four-momentum of the highest-p T remaining jet (referred to as "b 1 "). The W four-momentum is used to evaluate the invariant mass of the reconstructed W → tb system (m tb ), which is the variable used for background discrimination for this search.
An event selection common to all signal and validation regions is defined as: 
GeV. In the electron channel the same requirement is applied to keep the selection in both channels as similar as possible, and, in addition the E miss T threshold is raised to 80 GeV to further suppress the multijet background. This phase space is then subdivided into a signal region (SR), a validation region enriched with the W +jets background (VR pretag ), a validation region enriched with the tt background (VR tt ), and a validation region enriched with the W +heavy-flavor jets background (VR HF ). All regions consist of events with two or three jets, except for the VR tt where events with exactly four jets are selected. The SR and VR tt require that one or two jets are b-tagged, while only one b-tagged jet is required in the VR HF . No b-tagging requirement is applied in the VR pretag . Specific selections are then applied in the two following cases. The SR is defined by requiring that the angular separation of the lepton and b top be small: R( , b top ) < 1.0. An additional criterion m tb > 500 GeV is applied to remove a small number of low-mass W +jets and tt events. The VR HF consists of events where the lepton-jet and jet-jet separations are large:
The application of these two selections reduces the tt background in the VR HF region by 90%. The expected signal contamination in the validation regions is at most 5% for low Table 2 Summary of the event selection criteria used to define signal and validation regions. The E miss T selection cut is harder for events with electrons than with muons.
Common selection
Signal region VR pretag VR tt VR HF 2 or 3 jets 2 or 3 jets 4 jets 2 or 3 jets 1 or 2 b-jets W masses, and falls below 10 −4 for W masses above 3 TeV. The event selection criteria for each region are summarized in Table 2 . The signal selection efficiency (defined as the number of events passing all selection requirements divided by the total number of simulated W → tb → νbb events) in the signal region is shown, as a function of the simulated W R mass, in Fig. 2 . Selection efficiency curves are shown for the electron and muon channels separately, as well as for the pretag selection. Due to the jet p T and R( , b top ) requirements, the signal has vanishing efficiency for a W R mass of 500 GeV, but the efficiency rises as the decay products become more boosted. The maximum SR signal efficiency, 11.3%, is obtained for a mass of 1.5 TeV, then the efficiency decreases for higher masses to 5.3% at 5 TeV. The application of the b-tagging requirement has a larger impact on the signal efficiency at high W R boson mass values. In the electron channel the electron-jet overlap criterion does not allow the electron to be close ( R( , jet) < 0.4) to the jet. In the muon channel, this criterion is relaxed by using a variable R cone size, resulting in an improved signal acceptance.
Background estimation
The tt, single-top-quark, diboson and W /Z +jets backgrounds are modeled using the simulated MC samples and are normalized to the theory predictions of the inclusive cross sections, while the multijet background is estimated using the data as described below in this section. Each of these background samples gives rise to individual differential m tb templates predicting their unique kinematic properties. These initial background normalizations are taken as starting values, and the final normalization is determined through a maximum-likelihood fit of the background templates to the data in which the background normalizations are parameters of the fit (described in Section 7) . Because the signal regions are dominated by tt and W +jets production, the normalization of these backgrounds is allowed to float freely in the maximum-likelihood fit with no prior.
The background arising from multijet production consists of events with a jet that is misreconstructed as a lepton or with a non-prompt lepton that satisfies the lepton identification criteria. The simulation of this background source is challenging as it suffers from large systematic uncertainties and does not reliably reproduce the observed data in regions enriched with multijet events. Therefore the multijet background is estimated from data with the so-called matrix method, which is used to disentangle the mixture of non-prompt leptons found in the multijet background and prompt leptons originating from W / Z bosons [75] . This method uses a data sample, with loosened identification criteria, dominated by multijet production and with a small contamination of electroweak (EW) W /Z +jets production. The probability that a jet from multijet production which passes the loose selection also satisfies the tight selection criteria is estimated in this control region. The multijet purity in this sample is improved by subtracting, using MC simulation, the EW contamination to remove bias due to prompt-lepton sources. The efficiency for prompt leptons passing the loose selection to also pass the tight selection is determined using tt MC samples, corrected using comparisons of MC and data Z → events. The number of multijet background events satisfying the selection criteria is estimated from these efficiencies using data events that satisfy all criteria, except that loose lepton identification criteria are used. While this data-driven method is a significant improvement on the use of MC simulation, the low number of events and inherent systematic variations of the EW contribution lead to a significant systematic uncertainty. Systematic uncertainties on the multijet background are evaluated [76] using various definitions of multijet control regions and by considering systematic uncertainties associated with object reconstruction and MC simulation. The uncertainty on this background is taken as 50% of the total rate and treated as uncorrelated between selected regions. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the reconstructed invariant mass of the W boson candidate for data and for background predictions in the 2-jet 1-tag VR HF and 4-jet 2-tag VR tt validation regions. Background templates are fit to data in each VR using the same statistical method as for the signal region except that the normalizations of tt and W +jets backgrounds are constrained to the post-fit rates obtained in the signal region (see Section 7).
Systematic uncertainties
Two primary sources of systematic uncertainty, experimental and modeling, affect the reconstruction of the m tb distributions. Experimental uncertainties arise due to the trigger selection, the object reconstruction and identification, as well as the object energy, momentum and mass calibrations and their resolutions. Modeling uncertainties result in shape and normalization uncertainties of the different MC samples used to model the signal and backgrounds. These stem from uncertainties in the generator matrixelement calculation, the choice of parton shower and hadronization models and their parameter values, the PDF set and the choice of renormalization and factorization scales. The impact on the signal and background event yields of the main systematic uncertainties is summarized in Table 3 , wherein the uncertainty on the overall yield is presented for each background source. All values are given as a percentage change in overall yield and represent the prior values assigned before fitting. The source of each uncertainty is described in this section, and uncertainties are considered fully correlated across all eight signal regions and among processes, unless specifically noted.
The selection of jets and E miss T has an associated uncertainty related to the calorimeter calibration of the energy scale and the calorimeter resolution, as well as to the identification/reconstruction efficiencies of objects reconstructed using the calorimeter, sample flavor composition and corrections for pile-up and neutrinos produced in hadron decays. The uncertainty contributed by each source is typically 1-5% of the expected event rates and can impact the shape of differential distributions. In addition, the E miss T calculation leads to a typical uncertainty in the event yield of less than 1%.
The process of b-tagging jets has an uncertainty in the scale factors required to match the tagging efficiency between data and simulation. These uncertainties are evaluated independently for jets arising from b-quarks, c-quarks and light-quarks or gluons. The uncertainty in the selection efficiency for tagging b-quarks is typically small (1-5% per jet) except for very high p T jets where it can increase to 6% per jet, and the mis-tagging of c-/light-quarks and gluons can be as large as 10%. These sources of uncertainty can additionally induce non-uniform variations in differential distributions of up to 10%.
The uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency and acceptance of leptons due to trigger, reconstruction and selection efficiencies in simulated samples is roughly 1% of the total event yield. The energy/momentum scale and resolution for leptons is corrected in simulation to match data measurements, and the resulting uncertainty in the efficiency arising from these corrections is less than 1-2%.
The normalization of simulated samples has an associated uncertainty that varies by production process. The uncertainty in the cross section times branching fraction for single-top and diboson production is taken as 6% [77] [78] [79] and 11% [80] , respectively. An uncertainty of 20% is assumed for Z +jets rate, which represents a very small background, in line with the modeling uncertainty assigned for W +jets (see below in this section). The cross sections for the tt and W +jets samples are normalized using freely floating parameters whose values are determined by fitting to data. All simulated samples that are normalized to the ATLAS luminosity measurement are assigned a luminosity uncertainty of 2.1%. This uncertainty is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [81] , from a calibration of the luminosity scale using x-y beam-separation scans performed in August 2015 and May 2016.
Differences due to the choice of MC generator, fragmentation/hadronization model, and initial/final-state radiation model are treated as a source of uncertainty for the tt and t-channel single-top-quark simulations. The uncertainty due to the choice of MC generator is evaluated as the difference in yield between the nominal choice of Powheg-Box and the alternative Mad-Graph5_aMC@NLO [82] generator, using Herwig++ [83, 84] for showering in both instances. The uncertainty due to the fragmentation/hadronization model is evaluated by comparing Pythia6 and Herwig++ simulated samples. Variations of the amount of additional radiation are studied by changing the scale of the hard-scatter process and the scales in parton-shower simulation simultaneously using the Powheg-Box+Pythia6 set-up. In these samples, a variation of the factorization and renormalization scales by a factor of two is combined with the Perugia2012radLo tune and a variation of both scales by a factor of 0.5 is combined with the Perugia2012radHi tune [45] . In the case of tt production the Powheg-Box h damp parameter, which controls the transverse momentum of the first additional emission beyond the Born con- Background templates are fit to data in each VR using the same statistical method as for the signal region except that the normalizations of tt and W +jets backgrounds are constrained to the post-fit rates obtained in the signal region (see Section 7) . The pre-fit line presents the background prediction before the fit is performed. Uncertainty bands include all the systematic and statistical uncertainties. The residual difference between the data and MC yields is shown as a ratio in the bottom portion of each figure, wherein the error bars on the data points correspond to the data Poisson uncertainty.
figuration, is also changed simultaneously, using values of m top and 2 × m top , respectively. An uncertainty associated with the NLO calculation of W t production [85] is evaluated by comparing the baseline sample generated with the diagram removal scheme to a W t sample generated with the diagram subtraction scheme.
These differences yield relative variations in shape and normalization of 1-3% on average, although the variation can be larger than 10% in the highest m tb regions probed. The normalization component of these modeling uncertainties is removed for the tt samples because the overall normalization is determined via the data in this case.
Differences between the predictions for the ratio of 2-jet to 3-jet yields from different showering simulations were studied for the tt and W +jets simulation. These differences are estimated by simultaneously varying the renormalization and factorization scales, and by using different MC generators. While only small differences were observed for tt simulation, the ratio of the yields of 2-jet to 3-jet selections in W +jets simulation varied by up to 20%. Thus, an additional uncertainty of 20% is assigned to the W +jets yield in the 3-jet selection. 4 Uncertainties in W +jets modeling are determined by comparing the nominal Sherpa simulation with an alternative sample produced with the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO generator interfaced to Pythia8 for parton showering and hadronization. The uncertainty in our knowledge of the flavor fraction in the W +jets sample is tested by splitting the W +jets sample into light-quark/gluon and heavy-flavor components and by decorrelating the W +jets shape uncertainty between 2-jet and 3-jet events. In each case, no significant effect on the extracted results is observed.
Table 3
Impact of the main sources of uncertainty on the signal and background event yields. All values are given as a percentage change in the overall yield and represent the prior values assigned before fitting. Uncertainties for the signal are given for a W R mass hypothesis of 2 TeV. Uncertainties in the background are the same for all signal masses. Systematic uncertainties in the normalization, 2-jet vs 3-jet region cross-extrapolation, and reconstructed m tb shape of the signal and background processes are described in the text. Sources of uncertainty may affect both the total event yield and the shape of the m tb distribution. An "S" indicates that a shape variation has been included, in addition to the rate variation, due to the sources listed. "U" refers to regions that are not correlated with one another and "F" refers to a normalization that floats freely. In certain instances of freely floating normalizations, the rate variation of systematic effects is removed, thus leaving only a shape variation. Such cases are indicated with a "*" symbol. The "Jets" column includes uncertainties related to E miss T . A range of values correspond to the lowest and the highest values determined across different channels in the SR. The final column describes the uncertainty in extrapolating event yields between the 2-jet and 3-jet selections.
Process
Norm Table 4 The numbers of signal and background events and the numbers of observed data events are shown in the 2-jet 1-tag and 3-jet 1-tag signal regions. For signal, the values correspond to expected event yields and quoted uncertainties account for the statistical uncertainty of the number of events in the simulated samples. The number of background events is obtained following a ML fit to the data and uncertainties contain statistical and systematic uncertainties.
2-jet 1-tag (e ± )
2 -j e t 1 -t a g ( μ ± )
-j e t 1 -t a g ( e ± )
3 -j e t 1 -t a g ( μ ± ) The uncertainty in the yield of simulated tt background events due to the choice of PDF is evaluated using the PDF4LHC recommendations [86] . The statistical uncertainty of the limited MC samples is included in each histogram bin of the m tb distribution.
Results
In order to test for the presence of a massive resonance, the m tb templates obtained from the signal and background simulated event samples are fit to data using a binned maximum-likelihood (ML) approach based on the RooStats framework [87] [88] [89] . Each signal region selection is considered simultaneously as an independent search channel, for a total of eight regions corresponding to mutually exclusive categories of electron and muon, 2-jet and 3-jet, and 1-b-tag and 2-b-tags.
The normalizations of the tt and W +jets backgrounds are free parameters in the fit, while other background normalizations are assigned Gaussian priors based on their respective normalization uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties described in Section 6 are incorporated in the fit as nuisance parameters with correlations across regions and processes taken into account. The signal normalization is a free parameter in the fit.
The expected and observed event yields after the ML fit are shown in Tables 4 and 5 and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb −1 . The fitted tt and W +jets rates relative to their nominal predictions are found to be 0.98 ± 0.04 and 0.78 ± 0.19, respectively. For these two backgrounds the total uncertainty reported in the event yield tables is smaller than the uncertainty in the fitted normalization factor because there are anticorrelations between nuisance parameters in the likelihood fit.
The m tb distributions for the SR after the ML fit are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. An expected signal contribution corresponding to a W R boson with a mass of 2.0 TeV is shown as a dashed histogram overlay. The binning of the m tb distribution is chosen to optimize the search sensitivity while minimizing statistical fluctuations. Requirements are imposed on the expected number of background events per bin, and the bin width is adapted to a resolution function that represents the width of the reconstructed mass peak for each studied W R boson signal sample.
For a W R boson with a mass of 2 TeV and nominal g /g = 1 coupling the total expected uncertainty in estimating the signal strength 5 is 12%. The total systematic uncertainty is 9%, and the largest uncertainties are due to the tt generator (4.0%), jet energy scale (JES) (2.8%), tt showering (2.5%), tt normalization (2.0%) and JES η intercalibration modeling (1.3%). For resonances with a mass of 2.5 TeV or above, the data Poisson uncertainty becomes the largest uncertainty in estimating the signal rate, while the total systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty on the b-tagging efficiency.
As no significant excess over the background prediction is observed, upper limits at the 95% confidence level (CL) are set on the production cross section times the branching fraction for 5 The signal strength is defined as the ratio of the signal cross section estimated using the data to the predicted signal cross section.
Table 5
The numbers of signal and background events and the numbers of observed data events are shown in the 2-jet 2-tag and 3-jet 2-tag signal regions. For signal, the values correspond to expected event yields and quoted uncertainties account for the statistical uncertainty of the number of events in the simulated samples. The number of background events is obtained following a ML fit to the data and uncertainties contain statistical and systematic uncertainties.
2-jet 2-tag (e ± )
2 -j e t 2 -t a g ( μ ± ) 3 -j e t 2 -t a g ( e ± ) 3 -j e t 2 -t a g ( μ ± ) each model. The limits are evaluated using a modified frequentist method known as CL s [90] with a profile-likelihood-ratio test statistic [91] using the asymptotic approximation. The 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section multiplied by the branching fraction for W R → tb are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the resonance mass. The observed and expected limits are derived using a linear interpolation between simulated signal mass hypotheses. The exclusion limits range between 4.9 pb and 2.9 ×10 −2 pb for W R boson masses from 0. Limits on the ratio of couplings g /g as a function of the W R boson mass can be derived from the limits on the W R boson cross section. Limits can also be set for g /g > 1, as models remain perturbative up to a ratio of about five [30] . The W R boson cross sec-tion has a dependence on the coupling g , coming from the variation of the resonance width. The scaling of the W R boson cross section as a function of g /g and m W is estimated at NLO using the ZTOP generator. In addition, specific signal samples are used in order to take into account the effect on the acceptance and on kinematical distributions of the increased signal width (compared with the nominal samples) for values of g /g > 1. Fig. 7 shows the excluded parameter space as a function of the W R resonance mass, wherein the effect of increasing W R width for coupling values of g /g > 1 is included for signal acceptance and differential distributions. The lowest observed (expected) limit on g /g, obtained for a W R boson mass of 0.75 TeV, is 0.13 (0.13).
The ATLAS experiment has recently searched for W R → tb in the fully hadronic final state [27] using 36.1 fb −1 , corresponding to the same data collection period as the analysis presented here. As these two searches are complementary and use mutually orthogonal event selections, a more general and powerful search for W R → tb production can be obtained via their statistical combination. The signal simulation was produced in the same manner for The solid curve corresponds to the observed limit, while the dashed curve and shaded bands correspond to the limit expected in the absence of signal and the regions enclosing one/two standard deviation (s.d.) fluctuations of the expected limit. The prediction made by the benchmark model generator ZTOP [30] , and its width that correspond to variations due to scale and PDF uncertainty, are also shown. both searches, and the simulation of shared background sources is obtained with identical or similar tools. The fully hadronic search has a background dominated by QCD multijet production, which is estimated via data-driven methods. The smaller contribution from tt and singly produced top quarks is common to the two analyses, and thus all systematic uncertainties related to shared reconstruction or selection methods are treated as fully correlated. The result of the combination of the cross section times branching fraction limits of the leptonic and fully hadronic analyses is shown in Fig. 8 . The individual limits and their combination are shown in Fig. 9 . The expected limits produced by the two searches are similar above a resonance mass of 2 TeV, below which the fully hadronic search suffers due to inefficiency from dijet trigger thresholds causing it not to contribute for resonance masses below 1 TeV. Thus, the expected limits on the production cross section multiplied by the branching fraction improve by approximately 35% above 1 TeV and the combined result raises the lower limit on The hadronic search covers a mass range between 1.0 and 5.0 TeV. The solid black curve corresponds to the observed limit, while the dashed curve and shaded bands correspond to the limit expected in the absence of signal and the regions enclosing one/two standard deviation (s.d.) fluctuations of the expected limit. The prediction made by the benchmark model generator ZTOP [30] , and its width that correspond to variations due to scale and PDF uncertainty, are also shown. the W R mass to 3.25 TeV. On the other hand, the gain from combining the observed cross section times branching fraction limits is rather modest, compared with the result of the leptonic analysis only, because of upward fluctuations observed in the fully hadronic analysis data.
Conclusion
A search for W R → tb in the lepton plus jets final state is performed using 36.1 fb −1 of 13 TeV pp collision data collected with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. No significant excess of events is observed above the SM predictions. Upper limits are placed at the 95% CL on the cross section times branching fraction, σ (pp → W R → tb), ranging between 4.9 pb and 2.9 × 10 −2 pb in the mass range of 0.5 TeV to 5 TeV for a right-handed W boson. Exclusion limits are also calculated for the ratio of the couplings g /g and the lowest observed limit, obtained for a W R boson mass of 0.75 TeV, is 0.13. A statistical combination of the cross-section limits is performed with the results obtained when the fully hadronic decays of W R → tb are considered. The upper limits on the cross section times branching fraction improve by approximately 35% above 1 TeV. Masses below 3.15 (3.25) TeV are excluded for W R bosons in the benchmark ZTOP model for the semileptonic (combined semileptonic and hadronic) scenarios.
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